Yesterday's Bulletin was too crowded to admit a blank for your offerings for Eugene Kelly, and you were promised that the mission would be supplied today. Gene was a good, earnest boy, simple in his tastes, and quietly devout. He was really an invalid during the whole of his time in school, as his heart was bad and his nervous condition far from satisfactory. He had the courage to keep going in spite of every-thing, and, as in the case of Frank Gallagher only two months ago, his greatest courage was shown in the hour of death. He was not afraid to die. And it is not bravado when a Catholic is fearless in the face of death; it is the testimonial of a good conscience.

The rebrics will not permit a Mass of Requiem until January 16, so instead of a Mass of Requiem the High Mass next Sunday, January 7, will be applied for the repose of the soul of Eugene Kelly. Offer Holy Communion for him Sunday morning, and check below the other offerings you wish to have sent on for the comfort of his sorrowing parents.

Holy Communions

Masses heard

Masses said

Rosaries

Way of the Cross

Visits - to the Blessed Sacrament

to the Grotto

Prayers for Others.

Edw, Phelan and Wm. Gorman ask prayers for their grandmothers, who died during the holidays, and John Walsh for his aunt, who was buried this week. Bart O'Hara went home to Denver for an operation for mastoiditis at the beginning of the holidays, and is still undergoing treatment, with a prospect of avoiding the operation. Bob Ruetz, who was reported as undergoing an operation yesterday, is said to be in very bad condition, with a double mastoid operation seeming inevitable. A priest requests prayers for two urgent special intentions, and two students for deceased relatives. A student also recommends a family who is in danger of being broken up as the result of the death of the mother just before Christmas. The father's health is precarious, and the children earnestly request prayers that his life may be spared and the family kept together at least for the time being.

Question Box.

A new feature will be attached to the Monday night conferences, beginning a week from Monday. The regular Monday night conference will be given by Father Donahue next week, but on the following Monday night he will answer questions that have been submitted, answering all questions that have been handed in by Monday noon.